SOUND EFFECT CATEGORY LISTING

WIND RAIN & THUNDER
SURF & WATERLAPS
WATERFALLS & STREAMS
UNDERWATER
FIRE
VOLCANOES & AVALANCHES
CRASHES & SMASHES
EXPLOSIONS & MISSILES
GUNS & WHIPS
PUNCHES BODYBLOWS & FLESH
RATTLING & SCRAPING
FACTORIES & WORKSHOPS
LOGGING DIGGING & WORKMEN
MINING
TOOLS & SWITCHES
CLOCKWORK STEAM & OLD MOTORS
WINDMILLS WATER PUMPS & FIRE HOSES
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS LABS & COOL ROOMS
ELECTRICAL
LIFTS & ESCALATORS
CAMERAS & FILM EQUIPMENT
BEEPS BELLS BUZZERS & HOOTERS
KITCHEN
SOUND EFFECT CATEGORY LISTING

BATHROOM & LAUNDRY

TELEPHONE

STEREOS & VIDEOS

VACUUM CLEANERS & AIRCONS

BINS BOXES BUCKETS & CLOCKS

DOORS WOOD

DOORS METAL

DOORS MISC

SPORT & LEISURE

SIRENS

HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT

HOSPITAL TROLLEYS

HOSPITAL ATMOSPHERES

ANIMALS

HORSES

SUBURBS

COMIC

HORROR

SPACE

AIRCRAFT HELICOPTERS

AIRCRAFT JETS

AIRCRAFT PIPER CHEROKEE ARCHER

AIRCRAFT TIGER MOTH

AIRCRAFT VARIOUS

BOAT TALL SHIPS & YACHTS

BOAT WATER

BOAT VARIOUS
CAR FORD X500
CAR JEEP 4 WHEEL DRIVE
CARS HOLDEN
CARS V8
CARS
CARS VARIOUS
CAR TYRES
CAR ACCESSORIES
CARS MISC & PASSES
TRUCKS FIRE & SEMITRAILERS
TRUCKS VARIOUS
BUSES
MOTORBIKES & PUSHBIKES
TRAIN INTERIORS
TRAIN STATIONS
TRAIN MISC & PASSES
TRAIN STEAM
TRAMS
CARTS WAGONS STAGECOACHES
BULLDOZERS TRACTORS & TANKS
SNOWMOBILES & WHEELCHAIRS
CITY
AUSTRALIAN BUSH
BIRD CALL SPOTS
INSECTS & FROGS
CROWD PARTY & PUB
CROWD AUDIENCE

SOUND EFFECT CATEGORY LISTING
CROWD EXTERIOR
CROWD SPORT
CROWD MISC
CHILDREN GENERAL
CHILDREN SCHOOL
HUMAN MISC
FOOTSTEPS
INTERIORS
RADIO
AMUSEMENT PARK
AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINALS
ASIAN ATMOS
ASIAN MUSIC
NEW GUINEA